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Humanity is Hungry and Thirsty of true Love. BUT When they don’t find any true love then they get 
frustrated and many take wrong path which creates kiosks around the globe. What a mother will do 
when her toddler crying for milk and she don’t have money to buy it? We have seen many 
Motivational and Inspirational Speeches/Talks BUT unfortunately all of them doesn’t work in real 
life. NO one has magic wands to fix it. Still many of us don’t understand these issues and kiosks 
around the world is on the rise, instead of loving Humanity and Global Economy is about to 
collapse. We need a concrete step to fix Global Economy with true love with humanity to build 
Heavenly Earth for all without any discrimination. Saving a Life is like Saving Whole World.
    

Basic needs of Humanity are 1> Clean Air, 2> Clean Water, 3> Healthy Foods, 4> Clothing, 5> Shelter, 
6> Education of International Standards 7> After Education keeping them Busy in Researches etc., 
and 8> Legal Sex to have Healthy Family, since sex is also a basic need of a grownup child to have 
Great Family. Many politicians had promised to provide these to their citizens locally BUT all of 
them were totally failed since there is NO Local Solutions rather ONLY Global Solutions is Possible.
    

Hiring Robots/Machines Firing People BUT Robots and Machines don’t eat Apples and Oranges, so 
their farms and businesses will be Bankrupt.
A single machine may replace thousands of humans BUT not a single human can ever replace a 
single machine. No Compulsion in Beliefs - Hate Hate NOT Human - Love all Human Unconditionally
    

A Brief Manifesto is in “Global Anthem - Change Our World”, on YouTube launched on 01-JAN-2015.
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